WEEK 93: 
1)The partner of the threat from 81.4 should compete against one half of the tag team action. 

2)The wrestler who returned during 85.2 will compete against a pretty high, but not quite main event, level wrestler. The 85.2 wrestler is looking for respect and looking to prepare himself for a shot at your main title down the road. 

3)Match Two of the Best of Three Series started in Rule 92.1 will happen. If one wrestler wins two matches, conclude the series right now. If not, the series must conclude to a tie breaking third match. 

3)Two members of the defending team of your Global Cup will face off against two members of a team who failed to win the cup in the past. 

4)Your Main Champion should defend against the scheduled challenger from 90.4. 

WEEK 94: 
1)Two Wrestlers from opposing teams who have competed in the Global Cup but do not hold the cup should compete in a singles match. 

2)The wrestler on the bubble on 90.2 should face off agaisnt a low level wrestler. 

3)Your Global Cup Champions should face off against a quartet of wrestlers who have not competed for the cup yet. This will lead to them competing for the cup next week. 

4)If the series has not been wrapped up in a 2-0 sweep, the final match of the Best of Three Series should take place here. 

5)The Tag Team Champions will compete against a legend and the partner of the 81.4 Threat in a non title match. 

6)Your main title will be on the line involving all the champion, the loser of 92.4, 93.4, and 94.4 in a Fatal Four Way Elimination Match. 

WEEK 95: 
1)Your Global Cup will be on the line for the final time. First up, an Over the Top Battle Royal should happen involving all the wrestlers who have competed for the Global Cup and the team that debuted during 94.3. Whichever team scores the most eliminations will receive three points, second place two points, and third place one point. 

2)Next, have a tag team gauntlet match. Two members of one team faces off against two members of the other team winner faces two members of the next team. Continue with a second round, cycling through the other two members of each team. For each victory, a team gets a point, with the team who wins at the end receiving five points. 

3)The next challenge will be a five man battle royal involving the most talented wrestler(other than the team captain) with pinfalls or submissions only. Eliminations score one point, with the winner scoring three points to their cause. 

4)And finally, the captains of all five teams will compete in a gimmick gauntlet match. The gimmick can be any one of your choosing. One Point per victory, five points per the final victory. 

5)Tally up the points and whomever gets the most is your undisputed Global Cup Champion. 

WEEK 96: 
1)A tag team match should happen featuring two members of one of the losing teams from your Global Cup against one of the members of the winning team and another member of a second losing team. The two wrestlers who teamed up from the losing team in this match should join forces with their partners to form quite a force in the next several months. 

2)The wrestler who returned in 85.2 should be given a match against a mid level wrestler who has either held your secondary title or was one half of the tag team champions in the past. The idea is to keep building up the 85.2 returner as a future champion. 

3)The wrestler who won the best of three series from 94.4 should receive a shot at the secondary title right now. 

4)A rematch from 94.5 should happen, this time with the tag team titles on the line. 

5)In the main event, the main title will be on the line involving the four wrestlers who competed in 94.6 in addition to past holder of the main title in a five man battle royal with pinfalls only. 


